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Christian nationalism is a key part of:

TRUMP’S LEGACY

Alastair Lichten argues that
understanding Christian nationalism is
essential to understanding the
presidency of Donald Trump and its
consequences for the world.
Over 1,200 books have been written
about the Trump presidency, so far. It
will take some time and distance to
fully understand Trump's reshaping
of US and global politics. But as I
predicted four years ago, Christian
nationalism has been at the heart of
his policy agenda.

Christian nationalism
Until recently (outside secularist and
nonreligious focused media) and evangelical teaching has found a
journalists have shied away from space to promote this kind of
this phrase. In the US case perhaps militancy."
they're wary of offending a still The New York Times noted:
overwhelmingly Christian audience. “This potent mix of grievance and
Since the insurrection at the US religious fervour has turbocharged the
Capitol on 6 January there has been support among a wide swath of Trump
more widespread recognition of this loyalists, many of whom describe
trend. As The Atlantic said of the themselves as participants in a kind of
Jericho March (a set of the protests holy war."

fictional inciting incident which
launches the theocratic Gilead
r e g i m e i n t h e wo r l d o f t h e
Handmaid's Tale – write themselves.
The weaponisation of 'religious
freedom’
Secularists admire America's clear
constitutional commitment to the
separation of religion and
government. But it would be hard to
find another four years in US history
when such jurisprudence has
changed more dramatically. Decades
of precedent have been overturned
and a new understanding of
'religious freedom' more
accommodating to Christian
nationalism has replaced it. With a
full third of the federal judiciary

who march beseeching god to There's plenty of conservative
overturn the election):
fantasy and liberal horror stories
about a Christian revolution
"Many of those who mobbed the
overthrowing the US government.
Capitol on Wednesday claimed to be
But
the events of 6 January made
enacting God's will."
The Religion News Service quoted these feel all too real. With gallows
erected and armed zip cuff carrying
an historian:
participants intent on taking
"For decades now, evangelical
hostages, comparisons to the
devotional life, evangelical preaching
continued overleaf
President's Day Massacre – the
E
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LOCKDOWN LECTURES
join the meeting via ZOOM - login details:
https://us04web.zoom.us
Meeting ID: 195 450 481 Password: 019219
Sunday 31st January - 6.30pm
Alan Desmond: A Matter of Time: Should
Unlawfully Present Migrants Be Deported or
Allowed to Remain?
This talk will investigate if allowing unlawfully
resident migrants to remain is preferable to states’
preferred policy of pursuing deportation. Alan
Desmond is a lecturer at the University of Leicester
Sunday 7th February - 6.30pm
Stuart Warburton: A View from the Lounge – A
Medieval Coalmine in Leicestershire The talk will
examine the archaeology, artefacts, the
construction of the mine shaft and workings it
served. He will look at the working conditions of
the miners, their life style and the clothes they
wore. Stuart is a retired Museum Curator.
Sunday 14th February - 6.30pm
Darwin Day lecture
George Beccaloni: 'Alfred Russel Wallace and
Natural selection: the real story'
Sunday 21st February - 6.30pm
Dr Jamie Woodcock The Gig Economy - Jamie looks
at the gig economy, discussing how work is changing
and how workers are responding. He is a senior
lecturer at the Open University
Sunday 28th February - 6.30pm
Ralph Dransfield: Meet the Producers Ralph and
his wife have been involved with Traidcraft for
many years. In this talk Ralph will focus on their
visit to Vietnam.
Sunday 7th March - 6.30pm Anniversary Lecture
(140 years since the opening of our Hall)
Emma Wadsworth-Jones: 'Humanists at Risk'.
Emma is the Humanists At Risk Coordinator of
Humanists International.
Sunday 14th March - 6.30pm
International Women’s Day lecture
Yasmin Rehman: Fundamentalisms and the
consequences for Women’s Rights Yasmin is a
feminist, human rights activist and researcher. She is
currently CEO at JUNO Women’s Aid in Nottingham.
Sunday 21st March - 6.30pm
Bruce Wakerly: Reopening the Ivanhoe Line - The
Leicester-Burton line was closed to passengers after
the Beeching cuts of 1964. There have been several
attempts at getting this line reopened over the
years.
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appointed to life terms by Trump, this is likely to be a
particularly enduring policy legacy.

It's (not) the economy stupid
In 2016 significant parts of the commentariat insisted that
beyond the blustery cultural war rhetoric Trumpism was
really about economic anxiety. A similar bias motivates
those who insist Islamism can only be explained in terms of
reaction to economic grievances.
In Western democracies, voters sorting themselves around
economic issues seems so natural that any other ideological
or cultural sorting is often dismissed as an aberration or
mere rhetoric. Economics play their part in Trumpism, but
do not fully explain it.
In his recent discussion with me on the National Secular
Society's podcast, Andrew Seidel highlighted Christian
nationalism's move from the fringe to the centre of
American political power. Understanding this is necessary
to understand how, under Trump, US partisan identity has
sorted along cultural, rather than economic lines, to an
unparalleled extent.
We should be particularly wary of political sorting along
religious lines, given the almost inevitable politicisation of
religion it brings. Indeed, political, rather than theological
or even social-economic differences are becoming the
biggest denominational divides in the US. And it is cultural,
not economic, forces transforming non-religious
Americans into a voting bloc which may soon be as reliably
Democratic voting as African Americans, and twice as
numerous.

When America sneezes, the world catches a cold
It is not impossible to see such a dynamic emerging in UK
politics. Our increasing polarisation between urban and
suburban voters has little religious dimension, but similar
divides have been exploited before. Christian nationalist
movements in most of Europe may be less developed than
their American counterparts. But there are deep financial and
institutional links.
While parallels between US and UK politics can be
overstated, our politicians have a long history of looking
across the pond for inspiration. Few frontline UK politicians
are seeking to be labelled 'Britain's Trump'. But there are
many in Britain – and not all on the political right – who see a
potential realignment of politics along 'culture war' issues as
a path to political power.
It remains to be seen if Christian nationalism will remain a
dominant ideology of the US political right. But it's hard to
see it retreating back to the fringes overnight after four years
in power. And the threat that it could become more
mainstream in the UK can't be dismissed either. We need to
be vigilant and willing to challenge the weaponisation of
religious identity.

Alastair (@AlastairLichten) is the head of education at the
National Secular Society.

2021 CENSUS

Misleading question: ‘What is your religion’ stays put

In 2011, the Secular Society ran a
campaign to encourage people to
tick the ‘no religion’ box on the
census. This included posters on the
buses which were for by funds from
ours.
The next Census will be held on 21st
March 2021. One of the questions of
the form is ‘What is your religion?’
This question also appeared in the
2011 and 2001 surveys.
Humanists UK have unsuccessfully
tried to get this leading question
amended. They have argued that
the question presumes people have a
religious belief. However it has been
been retained by the Office of
National Statistics (ONS) on the
grounds of consistency with
previous years. .

Underestimates non believers
On the census form, the religion
question comes after questions
about ethnicity and national identity.
It does not ask people if they are
practising, believers, or just
culturally affiliated to the religion
into which they were brought up in
or were baptised into.
This approach leads to an
underestimate of the number of nonreligious people in the UK.
Compared to the British Social
Attitudes Survey, which asks about
belonging to a particular religion
and has consistently shown since
2013 that between 48% and 53% of
respondents are non-religious, the

2001 and 2011 censuses put this
figure considerably lower at 15%
and 25 % respectively.

Flawed
The British Social Attitudes Survey
uses a two-part question which asks
‘Do you regard yourself as belonging to
any particular religion?’ and ‘If yes,
which?’ This approach gives a
reliable indication of the actual
identities of Britons, unlike the
Census.
In the run up to the 2011 Census,
Humanists UK exposed the flaws in
the ONS’s question design by
commissioning a poll using two
different wordings of the same
question and showing that they
produced very different results.

Misleading
When asked the census question
‘What is your religion?’, 61% of
people in England and Wales ticked
a religious box (53.48% Christian
and 7.22% other) while 39% ticked
‘No religion’. But when asked ‘Are
you religious?’ only 29% of the same
people said ‘Yes’ while 65% said
‘No’, meaning over half of those
whom the census would count as
having a religion said they were not
religious.

from the
editor

Our Campaign
Ten years ago Leicester Secular
Society put adverts on the buses.
The ads asked people to to tick
the ‘no religion’ box on the
census form if they were not
religious.
If the present trends continue, it
is likely that the 2021 census may
show that those without a
religious belief are the majority
not the minority. However that
depends on whether the Census
returns are an accurate reflection
of the state of the nation. (see
opposite)
The case for religious privilege is
a lot harder to make when the
devout are in the minority. In
Leicester, we have a harder job
because of the way religion is
entwined with the identity of
some communities. People are
naturally reluctant to be candid
especially when mum or dad is
filling the form in on behalf of
everyone.
The 2021 census forms will
probably go out fairly soon and
we will have to campaign again.
Humanist UK will run a
nationwide campaign and we
aim to do our bit in Leicester.
Putting posters on the buses or
stalls in the centre of town is
probably not going to be very
effective at the present time.
Covid casts a long shadow over
our ability to campaign.
The focus of the Humanist UK
campaign will be online. It would
seem sensible for us in Leicester
to follow suit. However if you
want a small poster to put in your
window, cut out the one which is
on page 12. More ideas for local
campaigning will follow in due
course..
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Gillian Lighton

Leicester Secular Society AGM
This year's AGM was held on
Sunday 15th November by Zoom,
the first in our history that members
have been unable to attend in person.
We regretted that this excluded
some, but it was the best we could
manage and we were grateful to the
23 members who made the effort to
support us. The meeting was
unusually peaceable and good
tempered!

The library is being re-catalogued
and some of our books are being
moved into the newly refurbished
Room 5. We had a very generous
donation of the Club Journal for 1874
and this has now been transcribed by
several volunteers and is awaiting
final checking before being put on
our website.

Reports

Sad losses

Reports were given by the chair, the
treasurer, the events coordinator and
the editor of the Secularist. Elections
were then held for the positions of
president, chair and directors.

New board members

so but lettings may take a long time
to build up again.

It has been a sad year in that the
deaths have occurred of several
valued present and past members of
the Society, Michael Gerard, Sonja Caroline Moles
G r o s s n e r, D o u g H o l l y, R o s s
The chair gave her report on the year. Longhurst and Woody Wood.
A Board meeting had been held each The treasurer gave a thorough and
month, since March by Zoom. She detailed presentation demonstrating
thanked the outgoing members of that the Society is in a sound
the Board, Brenda Fields, Mark financial position despite having no
Lucas, Claire Tebbutt and Hamish current regular income. Our tenants
Whiteley and other volunteers who have been given a rent holiday and
have helped in various ways during grants have been divided equally
the year. Particular thanks were due between them and the Society. It is in
to our treasurer, John Catt for everyone's interest that the three
managing our finances during this businesses, the ballroom, Martial
difficult year, sorting out grants and Arts and the shop are supported to
liaising with our tenants. Robert help enable them to survive.
Bennett ('Bobba') has taken
Membership
responsibility for developing our
Janet Shaw
Sadly, society membership was
support to the Uganda Humanist
reported to be down on last year, our first by under-18s which earned a
Trust, which has been much
probably because of the current well-deserved standing ovation.
appreciated and we are now able to
limitations to our activities. We are Weekly events have continued online
fund two scholarships, one for a boy
also concerned about our inability to but it has been much more difficult to
and one for a girl.
However, the
keep in touch with members who are obtain lecturers.
Mike Burden is also once again due
Spring
programme
was
reported to
not online during the pandemic.
huge thanks for his tireless work as
look promising and to be almost
building and lettings manager. He Events
complete.
A new venture, Greg
h a s c o n t i n u e d t o d e a l w i t h The events coordinator reported a Scorzo's midweek 'Art of Thinking'
maintenance tasks during lockdown successful programme before philosophy series attracted a small
though more substantial work on the lockdown. There was particularly but dedicated following.
building is currently on hold. Sadly, good attendance for the Darwin Day
There have been two good editions of
lettings, which had been doing well, and International Women's Day
the Secularist during the year. The
have not been possible since March. lectures and for Burns night.
editor hoped to produce another
Covid safety measures are in place to Another highlight was the excellent
before the end of the year, depending
resume whenever we are able to do talk by the school climate strikers,
on sufficient contributions. He also
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Anthony Matthew
continued

In November the Secular Society
received an invitation to sign an
open letter addressed to the British
and Irish governments, which
already had a long list of eminent
signatories. That included the Joint
C o u n c i l f o r t h e We l f a r e o f
Immigrants, the Public Interest Law
Centre, the Leicester City Mayor, the
Leicester Quaker Meeting and many
more. The letter was headed:

Umesh Pathak

RE: ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE,
HOUSING AND FOOD FOR ALL
and a summary of the letter said:

Kate Houseden
introduced the possibility of a
slightly new format for the online
version. The Society also continues
to maintain its website and Facebook
page.

Elections
No nominations for the Board were
contested. Ned Newitt was the sole
candidate for president and was
duly elected, Gillian Lighton was the
sole candidate for chair and was reelected.
Four new directors were appointed
and welcomed, Kate Housden,
Caroline Moles, Umesh Pathak and
Janet Shaw.

discourage anyone from entering the
country without authorisation or
staying longer than allowed.

Immigration Controls
The policy advocated in this
campaign is that any person who
does not currently have leave to
remain should now be granted that,
indefinitely and without any
conditions. That would abolish
much of immigration control: it
might still be that many people
would need to acquire a visa in order
to enter the country (and airlines
which brought passengers without a
visa would continue to be fined) but
having entered the country, whether
as a tourist, to work or as a student
that person could then claim
permanent residence. Whether or
not that is desirable, there is no
chance that the present government
will agree to it, nor will any
foreseeable government.

We call upon the British and Irish
States to act immediately so that all
undocumented, destitute and migrant
people in the legal process in both the
UK and Ireland are granted Status
Now, as in Leave to Remain. In this
way every human, irrespective of their
nationality or citizenship can access
healthcare, housing, food and the same
sources of income from the State as
everyone else.
Humane policy

Hostile environment
The situation that the letter refers to
is indeed deplorable. There are many
people in Britain, asylum seekers or
others without a right of residence,
who have “no recourse to public
funds” which means not only do
they have no income, they have no
access to the health service and they
cannot claim any assistance when
homeless. In addition they are not
allowed to work nor to rent
anywhere to live. The result is they
are in danger of starving, freezing, or
dying of an illness. This is the
deliberate policy of the hostile
environment, intended to

However, it would be possible for a
more humane government to end
the hostile environment without
automatically granting leave to
remain, so that those who applied for
that status could in the meantime be
allowed to work, to rent
accommodation, access the health
service and generally use the same
basic services as the rest of the
population. Even lessening the
hostile environment would be a step
forward, hard to achieve but not
impossible. By tying the demand for
humane treatment to an automatic
right of residence the campaign
guarantees its own failure.

Leicester Secularist
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Caroline Moles
teach creationism as science. Former
pupils of the school have accused
ACE schools of teaching a
fundamentalist, creationist.
homophobic and misogynist
Christian ideology.
The Humanist UK. Education
C a m p a i g n s M a n a g e r, R u t h
Wareham, commented: 'irrespective of
the schools they attend, all children
should be entitled to a broad and balanced
curriculum in a safe and secure
environment.’
In 2011, Humanists UK launched a
campaign, called 'Teach Evolution
not Creationism', to stop
Creationism being taught as science
in some state financed schools. For
example. so-called Free Schools,
were free to teach creationism as a
scientific fact and advertise it on their
school prospectus.

State Funding
In 2015, Humanists revealed that 61
early years schools, including
Christian, Haredi jewish schools,
and Muslim and Steiner nurseries
were receiving state early years
funding despite the ban. So
Humanists called for such funding
to be reviewed,
In 2018, Humanists UK. called on
Ofsted, Hackney Council, and the
Department of Education, to
investigate the activities of the Union
of Orthodox Hebrew
Organisations,[UOHC] an umbrella
for Haredi Jewish community
groups in London, which acts for
both state sponsored and private
schools. Both these types of schools
are not allowed to promote
Creationism as science, but the
UOHC, was encouraging schools to
ignore this.

Ignoring the Rules
Humanists UK commented that
since the campaign to 'teach
evolution not creationism' the
government has been crystal clear
that any school or nursery in receipt
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of state funds cannot teach
creationism as fact or science. Its
incredibly disappointing, therefore,
that there are still groups who
behave as if they can ignore these
rules.

Ofsted

In a recent Ofsted report for the Vine
Christian School in Reading, they
noted' there is not a secure culture of
safeguarding in the school' and
'pupils do not feel they can talk about
Government Guidance
things worrying them because they
In 2019, the government published think they are not allowed to.'
guidance for private schools, I would hope
secularists and
warning not to teach creationism as humanists everywhere would
having similar or superior evidence support and continue to support
base to scientific theories, or they Humanists UK in their campaign to
face being deregistered.
ensure children are taught evolution
In Nov. 2020, the government and not creationism.
considered deregistering a private
Christian school which teaches
science from the biblical perspective
of creationism.

Inadequate
On Saturday 16th of January 2021,
the “i” newspaper carried an article
about a school labelled 'inadequate '
which faces action over its teaching
of creationism and refusing to teach
science and to allow its pupils to sit
science public exams. The Bnois
Jerusalem girls school, Stamford
Hill, London was labelled
inadequate by Ofsted.

Homophobic Ideology
Further information about religious
schools trying to teach creationism,
comes from the Humanist report of
November 2020.
The ACE
curriculum, Accelerated Christian
Education, failed and continues to
fail to meet Independent School
Standards [ISS}and continues to

Penny Wright

The Joy of Shared Reading
Ruth Pointer and Nicky Bennison
Zoom lecture - 12th Dec 2020
Ruth Pointer and Nicky Bennison
from Leicestershire Shared Reading
and the library service are founders
of Leicester Shared Reading. They
gave a very informative talk. The
project 'Shared Reading' was started
nearly 20 years ago by Jane Davis.
She was inspired to pass her pleasure
in reading on to others. Her model is
now used not just in England but
practised in 16 countries around the
world.

An Increase In Wellbeing
It is not a book club nor is it an
academic literacy class. It is, quite
working in Gartree Prison and
simply a method of offering,
within
from
the aNational Secular Society
explained that the literature can act
social framework, connection with
as a proxy for an individual's
good writing through stories and
emotional understanding. They may
poems read aloud. Benefits are
recognise a situation in a story which
gained through listening to a Reader
then enables them to talk about
Leader and then recognising and
themselves. People described the
sharing feelings and thoughts
sessions as leaving them feeling both
arising from what is read. Anyone
contented and stimulated. When
can join. Most groups offer a short
asked to describe the experience,
story and perhaps a poem in each
words used were happy, relaxed,
session. Other groups choose to read
comfortable, warm, interested,
a longer book chapter by chapter.
heard, free and alert.
Evidence shows that Shared
Reading leads to an improvement in Funding
wellbeing and combats loneliness Ruth told us that the organisation is
and social isolation. The Reader not expensive. The LCC Public
Leader is responsible for selecting Health team has provided funding.
weekly readings and enabling and Groups have been very loyal, using
leading each session, during which virtual means where necessary and
attendees read a short piece of even 'Why Pay', a telephone
literature together and discuss the conference system. The volunteers
text as a group. The attendees do not all enjoy the sessions although it is
take any on-going literature home always a challenge to recruit. From
with them. It is strictly a weekly attendees there are good responses
event. Reader leaders are trained to to both the social side and also to the
follow a model. They act as a conduit different reading materials.
for the literature being facilitators After this introduction we were
rather than instructors. There is also treated to a Shared Reading session
a leaders' refresher course.
led by Janice, who became a Reader

(Leicestershire Libraries)
and has been involved at Hinckley
since 2015. The story chosen was 'A
Madmad in Spurling Wood' by
Brindley Hallam Dennis. We were
able to follow the words on the screen
while Janice read clearly but it had
been previously pointed out to us
that those with poor eyesight could
still join a group. After 10 minutes
Janice stopped to allow us to discuss
our feelings, both about the story and
how it made us feel ourselves and at
the end we did this again.

Make Friends With A Book
The participants are not normally
involved in the choice of reading
matter. The selected stories tend not
be plot driven and texts are often
taken from the classics but much
depends on the makeup of the group.
Not only can any group involve
disparate ages and genders but
consideration is given where
individuals might find difficulties,
for example if there was an attendee
with little English.

'Make Friends, With a Book' is the name
of the scheme run for adults in
libraries in Leicester.
Nicky mentioned her experiences Leader at the beginning of this year www.leicestershiresharedreading.org

Leicester Secularist
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GUNPOWDER TREASON
This article follows a Zoom talk
by Gareth Howell on 25th October
Gareth teaches history in a Catholic
school and is a regular contributor to
Radio Nottingham.
There were no public firework
displays this year but that is no
reason why the Gunpowder Treason
should ever be forgot. In 1603
Elizabeth I died and was succeeded
by James I, son of Mary Queen of
Scots, who was also James VI of
Scotland and great-great-grandson
of Henry VII. He started off tolerant
of Catholics but the Bye plot by two
Jesuit priests to kidnap him was
foiled and the priests executed. A
Protestant plot involving Sir Walter
Raleigh also failed:
he was
imprisoned in the Tower of London
but later pardoned. The plan had
been to replace James with his cousin
Arabella Stuart, who lived in
Hardwick Hall.
In 1604 the Pope sent a rosary to
James's wife, Anne of Denmark. This
gift was rejected by James and
regarded as provocation, and he
then took a harder line towards
Catholics. All Catholic priests were
ordered to leave the country and
heavy recusancy fines for those who
failed to attend Anglican services on
a Sunday were reinstituted, though
not always enforced. After a speech
by the king 900 recusants were fined
and in April a law was passed
banning the Catholic church.
The aim of the Gunpowder Plot of
1605 was to kill the king, the bishops,
judges and the Privy Council and to
install Elizabeth, James's daughter,
on the throne. Henry Percy, Earl of
Northumberland, would be Regent.
The leader was Robert Catesby, a
veteran of the Essex rebellion of 1601
against Elizabeth I (a total failure due
to the incompetence of the Earl of
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Essex). Gatesby had been heavily
fined and in 1603 had gone to the
Netherlands to fight with Spain
against the Dutch rebellion. He
appealed to Spain for support to his
plot, but that was declined. A recruit
to the plot, Thomas Wintour had also
fought in the Netherlands in an
English force supporting the Dutch,
but he was a secret Catholic whose
father had been executed. He in turn
recruited John Wright, a veteran of
the Essex rebellion and a famous
swordsman. The two of them went to
the Netherlands, seeking Spanish
support, and had met Guido Fawkes.
He had been in the regiment led by
William Stanley which had been sent
to aid the Dutch but which had
changed sides. Thomas Percy,
brother-in-law to John Wright also
joined the plot. He had served under
Northumberland, who was in fact
unaware of the plot. Indeed, he was
trying to befriend the king but
unfortunately chose as his gobetweens John Wright and Thomas
Percy. In May 1604 the five plotters
met for the first time at a pub in the
Strand. In June Northumberland
appointed Thomas Percy to the
Honourable Corps of Gentlemen at
Arms, the personal bodyguard of the
king, and he rented a house in
London with Fawkes as his servant
under the name of John Johnson.
They stored gunpowder first at

Catesby's house in Lambeth then
rowed it across the Thames at night.
In October Robert Keyes joined the
plot, and soon carelessly mentioned
the plot to his servant Thomas Bates,
who fortunately for them also
decided to join the plot.
There was an outbreak of plague in
London so the opening of Parliament
was postponed from February to
October 1605. In this extra time the
plotters aimed to tunnel under the
Palace of Westminster, though none
of them had any expertise in
tunnelling. In March 1605 three more
joined the plot, Robert Wintour,
Christopher Wright and John Grant,
two of them former Essex rebels and
so likely to attract suspicion by the
government. They gave up on
tunnelling and rented an undercroft
beneath the House of Lords from
John Winyard, Keeper of the King's
Wardrobe and a friend of the first
minister, Robert Cecil. By 20th July
they had brought in 36 barrels of
gunpowder. Then the opening of
Parliament was further delayed till
5th November, but in August the
plotters found their gunpowder had
decayed so they had to bring in more,
which they hid behind firewood. The
plotters had now run out of money
for renting the undercroft and so
brought in three more wealthy
recruits, Ambrose Rookwood, Sir
Everard Digby and Francis Tresham,

Anthony Matthew
Catesby's cousin.
The plan was that Fawkes would
light the fuse when Parliament had
assembled, then escape across the
Thames. Meanwhile the others
would raise a rebellion in the
Midlands and capture the king's
daughter. Fawkes would travel to
the continent to gain assistance from
the Catholic powers. However, some
plotters and their wives were
concerned about the fate of Catholic
MPs and Northumberland had still
not been brought into the plot. It was
probably Tresham who sent a letter
to William Parker, Lord Monteagle,
his brother-in-law, advising him to
stay away from the opening of
Parliament – though the letter may
have been a government forgery and
the plot already become known.
Monteagle sent the letter to Robert
Cecil by his servant Thomas, but he
happened to be related to the Wright
brothers and rushed to warn them
that the government now knew there
was to be an attack on Parliament.
Catesby was informed of this on the
very day that he was due to go
hunting with the king. Tresham
denied to Catesby that he was the
source of the letter and the plot
continued. Cecil showed the letter to
the king, who had a particular fear of
gunpowder because it was used in a
plot to kill his father, Lord Darnley,
husband of Mary Queen of Scots.
On 2nd November the Privy Council
decided to search the Palace of
Westminster and started doing so on
the 4th. Digby was in a hunting party
near Princess Elizabeth at
Dunchurch ready to kidnap her.
Percy gave Fawkes a watch to time
the fuse and Rookwood went to
collect some swords from the Royal
Armoury which he had had
engraved to commemorate the
uprising. Fawkes was found in the
undercroft next to the pile of
firewood but he said he was John

Johnson, a servant of Percy, and was
not arrested. However, a later search
party under Thomas Knyvet found
Fawkes still there and this time the
gunpowder was discovered and he
was arrested. The other plotters fled
London except for Thomas Wintour,
who joined the crowd watching the
gunpowder being removed.
By 6th November Fawkes had not
revealed any information so he was
tortured. Meanwhile the plotters in
the Midlands raided Warwick Castle
for supplies and got more at
Norbrook. Thomas Wintour joined
them at Huddington and they went
to Holbeck House, where their store
of gunpowder was found to be wet.
They tried to dry it by spreading it in
front of a wood fire, where it ignited
and burned several of the plotters.
Most of the plotters went home but
Catesby, Rookwood, Percy, the
Wright brothers and John Grant
(now blinded by the fire) carried on
the rebellion. On 8th November the
Sheriff of Worcestershire attacked
the house with 200 men and Catesby,
Percy and the Wright brothers were
killed. Grant, Rookwood, Morgan
and Wintour were arrested. The
other plotters apart from Tresham
were also arrested, together with
Northumberland, who was still
unaware of the plot.
Cecil persuaded Parliament to make
a very large grant to the king. The
plotters all confessed though only
Fawkes was tortured, which
required permission from the king.
Northumberland had a very large
fine imposed and was imprisoned in
the Tower until 1621 (where he made
astronomical observations of the
moon and sunspots). The heads of
Catesby and Percy were displayed
on spikes outside the House of
Lords. On 12th November Tresham
was arrested and died in the Tower,
possibly poisoned, In January 1606
Digby, Grant, Robert Wintour and
Bates were hanged, drawn and

quartered, followed by Thomas
Wintour, Rookwood, Keyes and
Fawkes.
Harsh anti-Catholic legislation was
passed (though some prominent
Catholics still worked for the
government), more than James had
originally intended. The plot could
never have succeeded since the
majority of the population was
Protestant and if the king had been
killed Catholics would probably have
suffered retribution. (In the reaction
England might have entered the
Thirty Years War in Europe, which
James avoided.) Hence there have
been suspicions that the plot was
allowed by the government as a
pretext for suppressing the Catholics.
(Cecil's father had been involved in
the Babington plot to entrap Mary
Queen of Scots.) By a surprising
coincidence, Robert Winyard, who
rented the undercroft to the plotters,
died on 5th November but there was
no inquest even though he was a
member of the government. Official
records were kept of gunpowder
supplies but those for 1604 are
missing so where the plotters gained
theirs is unaccounted for. Cecil was
shown Monteagle's letter on 27th
October but the cellars were not
searched for another week. Holbeck
House was surrounded by an armed
force on 8th November though the
government claimed to know the
names and location of the plotters
only later. Tresham had met Cecil
before the Monteagle letter was
written, though Cecil denied it, and
may have been someone who knew
too much. James himself gained
credit for foiling the plot but he was
very grateful to Cecil, who had been
first minister to Elizabeth I and who
had now secured his position with
the new monarch.
Despite the detailed knowledge of
the plot, there are gaps which
conspiracy theorists are eager to fill.
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Anthony Matthew

ROYAL BLUES

Although it is not one of our official
principles, there is a strong strain of
republicanism in the Secular Society.
The most likely advice for the royal
family to receive in these pages is
that they should abolish themselves,
not just because the monarch is head
of the established church but also to
move this country a step closer to
democracy. (It would no longer be
the United Kingdom of course,
perhaps the United Republic or more
likely the Disunited Republic.) That
radical step is unlikely to happen
soon but the monarchy could at least
be organised in a more rational way.
The recent troubles of Prince Harry
have raised the question of what he is
for and that naturally spreads to the current royal family are quite keen
whole family.
that their descendants should share
The Queen clearly has a purpose, their privileges. (This is a natural
which is to read the Prime Minister's feeling which is found in republics
speech for him at the opening of too, such as the United States or
Parliament. Since she is careful to Syria.) Hence it is important for them
stay out of politics in every other way that they should produce children,
the rest of her function is purely preferably boys though girls will do.
ceremonial, to cut ribbons here and Only one will get the top job but it is
there and to shake the hand of worth having a backup in case
visiting presidents. Arguably Prince something goes wrong with the firstCharles has a purpose too, which is born. (That is how George VI
to stand waiting ready to take over unexpectedly gained the throne.)
that important function when the However, the role of backup is
Q u e e n i s t e m p o r a r i l y o r temporary. Once the first-born has
permanently out of action. But what produced offspring (they used to
are the rest of them for, all those have to be legitimate offspring, a
princes and princesses, dukes, careless omission by Charles II, but
duchesses, earls and countesses who perhaps illegitimate offspring will
are family relations in one degree or now pass) the backup slips down the
another? Across the Channel the line of succession and is unlikely
President of France has a role as ever to be called on. All that is
political leader and manages some p e r f e c t l y f o r e s e e a b l e b u t i s
ceremonial functions too but does overlooked because those who no
not require his cousins or great- longer have a function would prefer
to pretend to have one and remain in
nephews to help out with the job.
Although it is of no importance to us, the class that uses private jets. The
the British population, whether consequence of that pretence is to
future heads of state are blood condemn oneself to a life of
relatives of the present one, the uselessness, as Prince Harry could
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have seen from the example of his
uncle Prince Andrew.
What Harry should have done as
soon as he was capable of making
decisions about his life (when he was
choosing his GCSEs perhaps) was to
pick on a career by which he could be
self-supporting, drop all his titles and
when he arrived at adulthood pursue
that career in some far corner of the
world. Better still, his parents could
have set him on that path. He could
still have kept an eye on his elder
brother's progress just in case he
should have been required to take his
place. Instead of that he spent his
time messing about in the army, an
adventure playground for the
privileged though not for private
soldiers, and thus acquired some
fancy uniforms and an improbable
array of medals. When that
adventure was over he was at a loss
for what to do with the rest of his life.
This advice is given with some
apprehension because if the royal
family were to reform that might
prolong its existence. However, I am
fairly confident that it will be
ignored.

Penny Wright

Climate Change and Biodiversity
Zoom talk: 29th November 2020
Ian Rotherham's background is in
Ecology. He lectures in Environmental
Geography at Sheffield Hallam
University, is a Reader in Tourism and
Environmental Change and describes
himself as an Invasion Biologist.

the loss of bio-diversity and climate deliberately. In some countries
people have starved owing to the
change.
stranglehold these plants can take.

30 years of warnings

Ian Rotherham gave a fascinating
talk covering the environmental
problems facing the world caused by
climate change and large scale land
changes. Ian Rotherham is attached
to the local advisory service in
Sheffield and his interests in his
immediate environment were
obvious from his descriptions of
local landmarks. He made it clear
throughout his talk that we all have a
part to play in improving the global
situation. This can range from
planting window boxes to taking
part in greening spaces,
campaigning against poor political
decisions in building projects or
helping to educate others.

There must be a positive response.
Thirty years of warnings have been
unheard. Politicians must be made to
understand the consequences from
changing landscapes and accept
guidance from environmentalists.
Diverting rivers, filling in lakes and
draining fens all have disastrous
repercussions. Draining the fens not
only encourages flooding from rain
and river water but raising sea levels
brings the danger of salt water
ingress which will poison the land.
Already the fens are shrinking as the
land dries resulting in dead soil, no
longer supporting living creatures
e.g. earth worms. Eels which rely on
wetlands are now virtually extinct in
England. A few hundred years ago
they were so prolific people would
pay their taxes with barrel loads of
eels.

Loss of bio-diversity

Rewilding

Travel restrictions in 2020 have
encouraged many people to walk in
the countryside and gain a renewed
appreciation of its mental and
physical health benefits but
unfortunately many city dwellers
have abused country rules by
walking through closed paths,
dropping litter etc.

As our landscapes change so species
of flora, insects and birds must
evolve to cope with new conditions.
To cite the fens again, creatures
suited to wide open spaces must
adapt or die out when forced into
areas bounded by hedgerows. Deer
in the UK were once as common as
sheep. Rewilding as in Scotland is
one positive response, but
reintroducing animals may not
always result in the exact same
species. Wild boar and beaver have
been reintroduced. Fortunately,
estate owners are now taking more
interest. Conservation groups
cannot do this alone.

Environmentalists must enlist help
from everyone in giving a mostly
urban population an understanding
of the destruction taking place
across the globe and the connection
between nature and ourselves.
Reporting in the media can be
heavily gloom and doom. There
have been cases of post traumatic
disorder affecting people who see no
way to stop the decline. Young
people are particularly stressed by

Sea level
There is a tendency to assume the
environment is static but the
landscape is constantly changing.
Once a catastrophic flood has
occurred nature recalibrates and the
chances of another flood occurring
are increased. Man-made changes to
the countryside are planned
according to current conditions but
the increasing severity of storms or
tidal surges may incur unexpected
reactions. Straightened rivers, the
draining of bogs and fens and
intensive farming have all
contributed to the present problem. A
half to one metre mean rise in sea
level is forecast by 2070. The drainage
of bogs is so important it has been
mooted as a trigger for climate
change. Peat carbon has been
released into the atmosphere from
huge areas of wetlands.
A n c i e n t wo o d l a n d s m u s t b e
preserved. They are not movable but
are site specific. Pollinators must be
saved. We need local action from
communities and for all levels of
society to be involved. People using
the countryside for leisure must be
educated to engage with nature and
respect the landowners. The cost of
action will be considerable but the
cost of inaction will be greater. We
need to make more use of solar
panels and green roofs. We need to
capture people's imaginations.

The Leicestershire Trust is a fantastic
resource. Leicestershire has some
amazing projects in diverse nature
Working against alien invasive reserves.
plants is a substantial job. Because Book suggestion: The Lost Fens:
they can be attractive, ignorance has England's Greatest Ecological Disaster
a l l o we d t h e s e t o b e s p r e a d by Ian D Rotherham
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Gita Sahgal

Why we must defend secularism everywhere
I want to talk about some truly
exciting developments in the struggle
for secularism, as well as some very
major threats to secular states and
secular spaces worldwide.
In this time of national tragedy, with
the pandemic raging, it may appear
that the separation of religion from
state is the least of our worries. But in
the year of the 140th anniversary of
the founding of the secular society, I
think it has never been more
important to emphasise how the
secular ideal can help to contain the
power of unreason and conspiracy, of
hereditary and religious privilege.
Secularism has never been more
needed to inform all our work – our
educational work, our health work,
our work on violence against women
and the protection of gay and lesbian
rights.

have charitable status and are used
for domestic control and foreign
policy goals. Religious schools
continue to be funded, and OFSTED
is given little support by the
government when it challenges them.
The government refuses to outlaw
discrimination against caste, due to
the power of the Hindu lobby,
insisting that Dalits (an oppressed
'out' caste group) must fight their
cases individually. This means that
they will be left facing employment
tribunals without the force of law
backing their claim. It also ignores the
fact that keeping marriage within
caste groups is one of the major
drivers of forced marriage.
Secularism is a pre-condition for a
politics that combines liberty –
freedom of thought and speech, with
equality.
People should not be
defined by the religion into which
they were born and so other
hereditary principles such as caste
and race can be dismantled. Nor
should anyone be attacked on the
basis of their religion. These twin
priniciples were foundational to the
Indian anti-colonial struggle. Ending
imperial rule, was only the beginning
of the fight against inequality.

In so many countries, women are
leading the fight to defend secular
principles. In Argentina and Ireland,
abortion has been legalized. Poland's
rightwing government tried to roll
back existing abortion rights and was
met with mass protests on the streets.
In Sudan, they have won, and
overthrown the genocidal leader,
Bashir, ended the rule of sharia law
and embraced secularism. In India, a
state which already has a secular
constitution, Muslim women had to
take to the streets to defend their right
to citizenship, invoking the preamble
to the Indian Constitution in defence
of a religiously plural nation.
Whether defeating far-right Christian
or Muslim fundamentalism, or
opposing ascendant Hindu
fundamentalism, secular principles
are the core of numerous struggles –
especially the nature of citizenship
itself.

That is why Indian and Pakistani
women and men fought for two key
articles during the drafting of the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights at the UN. Hansa Mehta and
Shaista Ikramullah, both supported
the right to choice in marriage, Article
16. This was a revolutionary idea,
which attacked the ban on interreligious and inter-racial marriage, as
well as child marriage. It caused
shock in the US because of its threat to
racist Jim Crow laws, and of course to
South Africa as well.

Yet in Britain, in a profoundly
irreligious population, Christian
privilege is maintained and gives
space and cover to many
fundamentalist organisations, which

Muslims from India and Pakistan also
voted for the right to freedom of
religion including the right to leave
religion. Zaffarullah Khan was an
Ahmadi Muslim, a sect now

Gita Sahgal is a member of editorial
collective of Feminist Dissent, a journal
dedicated to discussing gender and
fundamentalism. (Wikimedia Commons)
outlawed and persecuted in Pakistan.
He must have been aware that
religious freedom is essential to a
minority sect. The other was
Muhammed Habib from India, a
leftwing academic. The secular
freethinker who rejected religious
states, and a founder of Pakistan: a
Muslim homeland, both agreed on the
right to apostasy.
It is important to remember this
history, because, from the time of
Bradlaugh who stood for Irish Home
Rule, supported the Congress in India
and campaigned against famine, the
history of truly secular activism has
been allied to progressive causes. Yet
secularism remains unpopular on
both the right and left. The right uses
the Enlightenment to assert western
superiority, not to challenge unreason;
and the post-modernist left uses a
mirror image to argue inaccurately,
that secularism was simply the
product of imperialism. As these
examples show, both are profoundly
wrong. Fortunately, it doesn't matter
how many academics and dangerous
ideologues are trashing secularism.
Across the world, people are fighting
for secular values. We must support
them, and ask them to use their
knowledge and experience to support
us. Our struggles are indivisible.
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/english/rese
arch/currentprojects/feministdissent/
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News from the L.S.S. Board
26th January 2014
The new Board has now met on two
occasions.Meeting on Zoom
presents some difficulties but we are
managing. We are now using live
transcription which helps those of us
with hearing difficulties and the
frequent errors provide the rest of
the group with some entertainment!
There has been a considerable
turnover of members at the last
AGM and the present group has a
very different feel to it. Meetings
have been good humoured and
members have been willing to
volunteer to help with the many
tasks which need addressing – long anniversary of the opening of the
Hall Ned is proposing to make a
may it continue!
video tour of the Hall, highlighting
Matt has agreed to continue as
important features of the building,
Company Secretary and John Catt
work which has been done and work
was co-opted back onto the Board
which needs to be done. This will be
and continues as Treasurer. For
shown at an appropriate event. We
some time, we have been without a
have considered ways in which we
secretary to deal with minutes and
might consider organising lettings
help with other tasks such as the
once we are able to re-open so that
agenda for meetings, so we are
this aspect of our work becomes more
delighted that Janet Shaw has
manageable. Janet and Gillian are
volunteered to take on this role.
working on documentation to help in
Our meetings generally have a
the handover to the new events
standard agenda which ensures we
coordinator at the end of the year.
cover all aspects of the Society's
Ned is, as always, trying to put
work, though we may focus on one
together a new edition of the
or two main items. Regular topics
Secularist (when he has sufficient
include building and letting issues,
contributions). We are writing or
the events programme, the
revising necessary policies such as
Secularist, society membership and
safeguarding and health and safety
the treasurer's report, as well as
(not the most exciting job but an
many smaller items which arise from
essential one). We are considering
time to time.
how to develop the publicity for our
We have decided that we will need to events, distribute our programme
continue to operate online until more widely and consistently and
September when we hope that life improve our contacts with other
will be returning to something secular and humanist groups. John is
approaching normal and we will be taking the lead in putting together a
able to resume live meetings and series of slides to form the basis of
lettings.
talks about the Society, past and
Once we are able to have more present, which we could offer to
regular access, this will allow us to other groups. We have had some
c o n t i n u e w i t h o u r b u i l d i n g discussion as to whether and how we
programme. To mark the 140th might continue the campaign of 10
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years ago to encourage those with no
religion to identify themselves on the
forthcoming census. Lots of ideas
but, as usual, insufficient time and
personnel. However, we are making
a start on most of these items and
small sub-groups are beginning to
form to tackle them. For news on
progress, see the next edition of the
Secularist!
We have also committed to two
slightly different small tasks. Most
people will remember the photo in
the Gimson Room taken at the
celebration to mark the minimodernisation of the ground floor of
the Hall. (see above) Mike has
reminded us that with the passage of
time we are in danger of forgetting
some of the people in the group, so
we are to try to identify them and
record all their names.
We also have a small group aiming to
finalise the transcription of the Club
Journal which Chris Williams
generously donated. We have been
waiting to be able to meet in person to
try to decipher some remaining
obscure words and phrases but have
finally given up and decided to try to
do it on Zoom.
As always, a reminder that we would
be delighted to welcome any member
who would like to help with any of
these tasks!

Anthony Matthew

Is Non-Violent Direct Action the way forward and is it all too late anyway?

Extinction Rebellion
This talk was given via Zoom on 27th
September 2020

Julian Pollock is active in the
Leicester XR group and started his
talk by setting out the environmental
dangers facing the planet. The world
is starting on the anthropocene
geological era, where human
activities are having a major effect on
the earth's surface and atmosphere.
The effects of increasing greenhouse
gases will be grim and rapid if January 2019 when the local group
unchecked and XR's aim is to was mostly composed of older
protesters, but actions in April
heighten awareness of the danger.
brought in a younger membership.
Global temperature
The
lockdown because of the
Ice is being lost in the Arctic and
Antarctic which will cause sea levels pandemic has made actions more
to rise and that also reduces the difficult, though activists have been
reflection of the earth's surface communicating online. XR has
t h e r e b y c a u s i n g a d d i t i o n a l promoted citizens' assemblies as the
warming. As the permafrost melts, way to build popular support,
methane is released, adding to the though Julian doubted whether they
greenhouse gases. The atmosphere were the only means of doing so.
will contain more water vapour, There is no formal membership but
making weather more extreme. XR still requires money for materials
Current trends are for an increase in for its spectacular demonstrations
average global temperature of 4º-5º and also for legal support for those
which would cause 100 million who are arrested. Volunteers are
people to lose their homes. There is trained but not all are willing to run
an internationally agreed target of the risk of arrest.

One issue was how effective NVDA
can be. It was applied in the 1980s and
before in opposition to nuclear
weapons but conventional
campaigning is needed as well. Some
direct action provokes opposition by
those who are affected and may
disrupt emergency services. There
had been discussion in XR of using
drones to close Heathrow but the
consensus was against that. There
was a question whether XR aims
simply at raising awareness or
whether it has specific policies. Is a
rising world population compatible
with reducing emissions? The change
in land use that would result could be
mitigated by a change to a much
more vegetarian diet.

limiting the increase to 1.5º, but that In Leicester
In Leicester the city council has been
is unlikely to be met.
persuaded
to pass a motion
Popular Support
XR started in 2018 under the recognising the climate emergency
influence in particular of Roger and there has been a local citizens'
Hallam, though the movement aims assembly. Climate Action Leicester
to work by consensus without and Leicestershire (CALL) is an
official leaders. The subtitle of umbrella group covering XR,
Julian's talk was “Is Non-Violent Friends of the Earth, the Green Party
Direct Action the way forward and is and others and is urging people to
it all too late anyway?” and XR's comment on the evolving Leicester
specific contribution to climate Local Plan, which initially does not
activism is its use of NVDA. An early go far enough in aiming for zero
action was to block bridges in emissions.

Glasgow
What can we hope for from the UN
Climate Change Conference (COP26)
which is now due to be held in 2021 in
Glasgow? Australia is a major
exporter of coal, so how can those
working in the industry be provided
with an alternative income? No one
asked whether nuclear energy was
part of the solution but it was
mentioned that in cutting back on
that Germany had increased its use of
coal. Would oil refineries be a good
target for NVDA? How far is climate
Direct
Action
change
a feminist issue? Not
London to call attention to the issue
in a dramatic way. Julian joined XR in The talk was followed by discussion. specifically, Julian thought.
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Secular Society Contacts
All can be reached by post via the
Hall address
President: Ned Newitt
president@Lsec.org.uk

Chairperson: Gillian Lighton
chair@Lsec.org.uk

Membership Secretary/Treasurer
John Catt
Tel: 01509 211468
memsec@Lsec.org.uk

Company Secretary:
Anthony Matthew
secretary@Lsec.org.uk

Hall bookings/maintenance
Mike Burden
Tel: 07722 782727
rooms@Lsec.org.uk

Secularist Editor: Ned Newitt
secularist@Lsec.org.uk

Library and archives
Gillian Lighton
library@Lsec.org.uk

Keyholders:
Mike Burden and Gillian Lighton
Audio-visual kit
Normally held by Mike Burden

Events Coordinator: Gillian Lighton
Leicester Secular Society
Registered Office:
Secular Hall, 75 Humberstone Gate,
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Email:
mail@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk

Website:
www.leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Leicester Secular Society is a company
limited by guarantee Reg. No 06292639
Disclaimer, Code of Conduct and Copyright
The Leicester Secularist is a not-for-profit
undertaking of Leicester Secular Society.
Please note that the views and proposals
expressed in this journal are not necessarily
those of the Editor or the Board of the Society,
and the Editor, the Society and its officers
accept no liability for views expressed. As the
journal of a Freethought organisation any
member’s views may be published subject to
the usual constraints of avoiding libel,
occasional editing to fit the space available and
intrinsic merit.
The contents may be reproduced at will unless
the item is accompanied by a copyright symbol.
An acknowledgement of the source (for
original material) would be appreciated - with a
link to the Society website.
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Book review - Gillian Lighton
Steve Hurd - Thoughtful Tales for
Growing Minds: Humfry Hippo Moves
Home
This little book is the first in a series
aiming to help children explore
moral issues and themes of right
and wrong. It also aims to promote
an interest in the natural world. The
author is Steve Hurd, from the
Uganda Humanist Trust, who has
spoken to the Society recently. The
book arose from a Human Studies
project which the Trust has been
running while the schools were
closed during the pandemic. The
project aims to create a resource
bank of school materials on
humanism and other important
issues, approached from a humanist
standpoint.
The book is intended to be read to
children by adults, the target age
range being 5 to 9 years. It is 36
pages in all and consists of five
linked short stories about Humfrey
Hippo's experiences of moving
home, when the waterhole where he
lives dries up. It explores universal
experiences such as missing old
friends, feelings of loneliness,
settling in and enjoying a new
home. Each story has an underlying
t h e m e , i n c l u d i n g j e a l o u s y,
selfishness and forgiveness and has
pause points for asking questions
intended to promote thinking and

discussion, for example, 'What do
you think is going to happen?', 'What
would you do if you were Humfrey?',
'Have you ever felt guilty like this?
What do you think he should do?'
Both adults and children will enjoy
the lively illustrations by Helen
Machin-Mayer. They may also be
interested in the incidental pieces of
information about real animal
behaviour which appear in the
stories.
This book would be an excellent
resource for class use in any primary
school anywhere. It is also suitable
for individuals and would be a nice
small present for a parent or
grandparent to buy to read with a
child of the appropriate age.
At £10 a copy it is good value and all
proceeds go the Uganda Humanist
Schools Trust.

Sunday 14th February - 6.30pm
Darwin Day lecture

George Beccaloni

Alfred Russel Wallace & Natural
selection: the real story
Did you realise that the co-discoverer of
evolution by natural selection, Alfred Russel
Wallace, was considerably more advanced in
his understanding of evolutionary processes
than his co-author Charles Darwin? That is
the conclusion I have reached after studying
Wallace's ideas for c. 20 years

